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Abstract
Web, or networked, distribution technologies have challenged the power of US media
corporations, which set high technical standards for production value, a measure of
content quality. Legacy TV companies privilege complex, seamless technical execution
supported by large crews of workers – lighting, sound, design, visual effects – but exclude
as producers culturally marginalised creators perceived as too risky for the big invest-
ment necessary to execute it. The internet disrupts these dynamics by allowing for the
distribution of smaller scale TV and video productions that are independently or inex-
pensively made. In smaller scale work, cultural production value asserts more impor-
tance, as producers create with and for their community.
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The expansion of televisual content on the internet has disrupted and exposed the legacy

of production value, a measure of content quality, provoking big questions for scholars

but also opening the door to a new generation of historically marginalised television

creators to expand cultural representation. Web, or networked, distribution technologies

have challenged the power of US media corporations, which set high technical standards

for production value. Legacy TV companies privilege complex, seamless technical

execution supported by large crews of workers – lighting, sound, design, visual effects –

but exclude culturally marginalised creators perceived as too risky for big investment
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necessary to execute it. This exclusion means the narratives of big productions less often

sincerely reflect these communities, with scripts written and directed by those who look

like most of those in power – more often White, cisgender, heterosexual, male-identified

producers. The internet disrupts these dynamics by allowing for the distribution of

smaller scale TV and video productions that are independently or inexpensively made,

allowing us to see the cultural value of historically marginalised creators sincerely telling

their own stories, even if they lack the capital available to execute at legacy media’s high

technical standards. Thus the internet challenges legacy notions of production value,

revealing a bias towards technical and against cultural production value.

The proliferation of big budget series – so-called ‘peak TV’ – has raised the stakes for

production value. Viewers have more options, including the option to watch cheaper and

shorter programmes. Corporate distributors command critical or viewer attention with

technically sophisticated, high-budget programming designed to attract attention. High

budgets limit the number of shows distributors can license, thus conferring to each new

release an expectation of distinction. Meanwhile, long runtimes for each show (totalling

at least several hours per season) mean viewers can only watch so many, raising the value

of series in the time it commands in their lives. Marketing budgets have soared alongside

fees for lead actors and big-name executive producers who can draw pre-existing fans

(Adalian and Fernandez, 2016). Increased competition for mass viewer attention, TV’s

most valuable commodity, is driving inequality in Hollywood, with below-the-line

labour increasingly facing discrimination and downward pressures on wages as a

select few above-the-line talent securing multiyear, multimillion contracts to produce

high-value, robustly marketed stories (Adalian and Fernandez, 2016; Mayer, 2011).

Not all culturally valuable TV shows run for multiple hours, with polished cinema-

tography and large casts of professional actors. A focus on smaller scale production

widens our perspective of TV’s value. Production value dominates how media and

entertainment producers and executives discuss the quality of work, and yet no clear

definition exists in the industry and the concept remains under-theorised in media

studies. Generally, production value specifies the quality of all aspects needed to

complete a creative work – performance, design and technical elements such as pho-

tography or visual effects. More is almost always better in the legacy system. Invest-

ments in production have increased as the number of shows has increased following the

introduction of new media, including cable and networked distribution. Studios and

networks pay premiums to secure a presumably scarce number of quality stories and

workers. In general, more expensive, or labour-intensive, productions have higher

production value. As corporate studios and distributors seek ‘legitimation’, production

value has been increasingly associated not only with in-demand above-the-line pro-

ducers, who tend to be unrepresentative of the United States and world, but also with

below-the-line technical aspects, including ‘cinematic features . . . associated with high-

resolution widescreen aesthetics involving forceful stylistics . . . in real locations and

soundstages . . . where manic stylistic virtuosity is materially produced by groups of

production workers who labor in dedicated hierarchical teams . . . ’ (Caldwell, 2008:

194). Valuing quality in TV through high budgets ‘reproduce[s] unequal structures of
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social position more generally – certainly those of class and gender – [and are] inherently

troubling’ (Newman and Levine, 2012: 3).

What happens to television studies when our research is focused on corporate texts

that require millions of dollars of investment to make? How does this limit the reach and

relevance of our theories? We need more scholarship about how and under what con-

ditions small-scale shows are made. Smaller productions have a lot to teach us about the

value of television, but we have marginalised them in the field to focus on the incredible

increase of shows by corporations. In doing this, we are overvaluing economic capital to

the detriment of understanding the expansive nature of cultural and social capital.

Our tendency to analyse bigger productions implicitly reifies the industry’s value

system of achieving scale. For media and technology corporations, scale almost always

signifies big – whether as a noun to imply the size of capital available for production or

as a verb to imply a process to facilitate capital accumulation through distribution.

However, by definition, scale is not achievable but relational, a way to orient collective

perspectives. A scale allows agents to approximate size in relation to other agents,

projects or objects so it is conceivable to collaborators and stakeholders. Smaller scales

are generally of little value to global conglomerates unless they can be aggregated into

bigger data sets or audience profiles. Small-scale television – for example, web series,

user-generated videos – have generally been of little interest to scholars and critics,

perhaps for the ways in which they force us to reconsider what representations we value,

why and how.

The reification of high production value obscures that there is a scale to production

value. Indie or amateur producers find increasing scale is done more cost-effectively

through cultural relation than through technical sophistication or size. This essay

argues that scaling production value, (1) disrupts television studies’ methods for gen-

erating new theories, compelling us to expand the range of texts with which we engage

with greater depth, and (2) disrupts the television industry’s understanding of the value

of production away from technical execution and towards the ability to sincerely com-

municate with members of particular communities. In practice, production value already

scales. Case in point is the many low-budget web series and creators that have ‘grad-

uated’ to successful high-budget series: Broad City (2014–), Awkward Black Girl (2013),

Teachers (2016–) and High Maintenance (2016–), for example. According to my

tracking of trade press announcements, at least three dozen narrative web series or web

series creators have been ‘picked up’ by TV since the introduction of YouTube, a small

percentage of development deals but evidence there is a wider spectrum of production

value in TV than scholars and critics typically recognise. Large-scale productions

sometimes require smaller scale beginnings, particularly for producers who identify with

communities in which Hollywood historically underinvests – those marginalised by their

cultural identity, be it race, gender, class, sexuality.

This article will develop a discursive framework for conceptualising and decon-

structing production value across scales, comparing legacy and indie TV narrative series

through a set of questions designed to draw the differences between technical and cul-

tural production value.
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The increasing scale of cultural production via networked
television

Networked or web television as a form and industry offers insight into how scale

complicates value. It encompasses everything from YouTubers who profit with rela-

tively small crews to Netflix series outpacing cable television in production budgets. The

scale of networked television is increasing. YouTube produces half-hour series for its

Premium platform. Netflix ordered blockbuster series from Disney’s Marvel and secured

massive development deals with showrunners like Shonda Rhimes, Ryan Murphy and

Kenya Barris, many valued at over US$100 million. Amazon veered away from the

indie-friendly strategy that gave rise to Transparent (2014–) to order global drama

franchises (Littleton and Holloway, 2017). Overall, series production exponentially

increased after streaming channels jumped in, with 487 shows released in 2017, an all-

time high two-and-a-half times the number in 2002 (Otterson, 2018). Networked dis-

tributors are replicating Hollywood’s historical impulse to increase scale as strategy for

legitimation.

Yet demand has risen for smaller, under-represented, intersectional narratives that can

stand out among more normative offerings, however well produced. Broadly, we can

consider the popularity of social media influencers and user-generated content where

production happens with cameras and sets are homes and bedrooms. Individual indie

series may be fewer by comparison but collectively they amount to a shift in cultural

representation away from well-heeled producers and executives in Hollywood and

towards the communities marginalised and working towards greater representation.

Small-scale productions provide a more complete view of the expanding scale of

television. One season of an indie series can equate to a full-length drama pilot (45–60

minutes) or the first few episodes of a legacy TV series. As a whole, the market for indie

TV is substantial and significantly more representative of the United States, but very

little scholarship focuses on them. In an earlier study, I identified 182 indie web series

foregrounding Black communities, 154 for GLBT communities, 43 for Latinx com-

munities and 34 for Asian American communities from 2009 to 2014 (Christian, 2018:

109). This cheaper, shorter form content is television scaled to the constraints and

resources of independent producers, opening up new ways of understanding what con-

stitutes ‘quality television’. The proliferation of short-form series gives perspective on:

what stories are not developed by better-funded distributors; the level of interest from

producers in telling stories of specific identities, subcultures and genres; and the range of

strategies possible for producing them.

To further understand how to value production across scales, I started OTV | Open

Television, a platform for indie intersectional television. The channel and research

project experiments with value creation, alternative ways of producing and exhibiting

TV across cultures, technologies and scales. Through OTV I ask whether investing small

amounts of money and my own expertise in Chicago-based artists could develop mul-

tiple forms of value, be it cultural, social or economic (Becker, 1982; Bourdieu, 1996).

By 2019, 4 years in, evidence of small-scale development value abounded. Raising about

US$250,000 for operational and production budgets, far less than the average single
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episode budget of narrative TV, we released 17 pilots and 20 series, garnered over 1

million plays on Vimeo, and attracted thousands of fans to Chicago screenings. This

value, largely hidden from the industry’s view, is not limited to indie, local spaces. The

artist behind our first series, Sam Bailey’s You’re So Talented (2015–) (also her first

series), secured a development deal with HBO in 2 years for the Emmy-nominated

Brown Girls (2017–) co-created with Fatimah Asghar, budgeted at just US$21,000.

Through OTV and research into the indie TV market I found that productions have

different values at different levels of scale, and that at lower scales cultural production

value, guided by producers’ sincerity, matters more than technical production value and

is harder to secure through financial investment. Applying a framework of ‘scaled

production value’ helps critique dominant trends in networked television, such as the

lack of representation in production crews and writers’ rooms, which devalues the

cultural value of television (Warner, 2017), that I will delve into more below.

A discursive framework for understanding production value

Production value is calculated using time and space. In narrative film and television,

scale is directly related to production value: the more time, space and crew you have to

shoot each page, the higher the production value. Scripts correlate to the time of the

overall narrative, typically 1 minute per page, and producers want each second of the

film to have the highest quality production elements. Managing space – where producers

shoot and with whom – is integral to managing time and value. Historically, technical

elements of image (cinematography) and sound (sound quality) are standardised through

traditions and rules enacted by unionised, mostly below-the-line crew. Established peers

and relationships primarily assess more ineffable artistic elements like performance

(acting and music) and design (make-up, costume, set, etc.) through representation by

agencies, membership in guilds and academies, and recognition by awards focused on

above-the-line talent. However difficult production value is to quantify, time and space

remain key variables. The more time directors have to try out different ‘takes’ of an

acting performance, the more options for the editor in post-production, and thus the more

likely a performance can be read as sincere. The more spaces available for production,

the more captivating the world of the narrative; the more people on staff to manage

production, the more expertise available to fix problems and devise ingenious solutions.

Traditionally, in production value, more is always better, and money buys you time and

more skilled or experienced labour, which is presumably scarce.

The core elements of most productions are cultural in nature and so are necessarily

more subjective and contextual than technical aspects. Story and character (performing

identity) are the most difficult to define in terms of value, since viewers have different

readings (Ang, 1985; Baym, 2000; Bobo, 1995; Jenkins, 2006; Liebes and Katz, 1990;

Radway, 2009). Compared to film, television historically invests less in technical and

design elements and more in narrative by hiring teams of unionised writers. Standard

studio film budgets start at upwards of US$20 million for 70–120 minutes of story;

conversely, standard budgets for comedies average US$1–2 million per 22- to 30-minute

episode of comedy or US$2–5 million per 40- to 60-minute episode drama (Magder,
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2009); meanwhile films rarely have more than three writers but TV writers’ rooms

routinely range from half a dozen to over a dozen. Television sees more value in nar-

rative than film because its business model requires aggregating audiences over time; the

more narrative, the more time and opportunities to reach new people, engage current

viewers, and monetise their attention. Yet as competition for viewer attention increases,

so have television’s investments in the technical and design execution of particular

narratives, while writer rooms are smaller on average, as cable and streaming shows

order fewer episodes. Meanwhile, the need to produce more programming increased

outsourced production in places with tax incentives and shrinks writing staffs, decreasing

opportunities to introduce diversity and cultural complexity in the supply chain and in

narratives (Henderson, 2010; Mayer, 2014).

Smaller scale productions rarely meet corporations’ technical standards or levels of

capitalisation. Yet, these productions render visible the relationality of production value

as always in-progress as opposed to quantifiable through capital investment above or

below the line. A scaled view of production orients us towards expanding, rather than

securing, value in representations, because larger scale organisations undervalue the

social, cultural and symbolic capital of their stories. Smaller scale TV production allows

us to more specifically identify what contributes to television’s value in both production

and even reception. Indie, small-scale TV series hold time, space and capital in tension

through collaboration with historically marginalised artists, who can work through these

variables relying on cultural knowledge and social networks even without big invest-

ments in technical capacity.

I propose a preliminary framework for assessing production value such that projects

can be compared across scales. Critics assess technical production value based on how

crews execute the story within their capacity. These assessments have clear traces in the

final product and so are easier on which to reach consensus. On the cultural side, we must

also ask how and in what ways productions create culture within their capacity. Culture

is more challenging to assess, and conversations might bring up irreconcilable view-

points and perspectives. It would be more possible to form a consensus assessing the

technical production value of a particular piece, but cultural production value can only be

understood discursively (Christian, 2017). It is through engaging with these questions

and their import that we assess how productions value culture. This framework is

intended to start conversations that put smaller scale productions in conversations with

larger ones. Thus it implicitly highlights the importance of having scholars and critics in

institutions who identify with or have connections to the communities represented. All of

these questions allow us to specify what value productions create within their capacity,

but they also highlight the cultural capacity of critics and viewers of productions.

Technical production value

1. Does the production effectively manage time and space within its capacity to

reduce errors in image and sound? How?

2. Does the narrative unfold in spaces naturally suited to the plot? How?
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3. Does the narrative unfold comprehensively as time progresses? How?

4. Do design elements enhance or detract from the narrative? How?

Cultural production value

1. Are the key creatives and/or crew embedded in the arts and in the communities

they are representing? How?

2. Does the production use narrative time engaging meaningfully specific cul-

tural and social practices or subjectivities? How, to what degree and in what

ways?

3. Does the production use spaces to which talent, crew or represented communities

have a clear or sustained a social or cultural relationship? How?

4. Does the narrative and/or central character(s) sincerely represent the social and

cultural space and time within the piece or during its initial release? How?

5. Does the narrative challenge or reveal how power shapes social and cultural

value? How?

Let us take the first question on cultural production value to explore how this frame-

work might deepen our critical assessments about representation: are the key creatives

and/or crew embedded in the arts and in the communities they are representing, and

how? Here we might identify large-scale productions like Jenji Kohan’s Netflix series

Orange is the New Black as what Kristen Warner calls ‘plastic’ (2017), where the writers

of the story largely do not reflect or identify with the women of colour represented in the

story, and where the lead creative (Kohan) explicitly denounces the relevance of ally-

ship or the value of identifying with communities represented. As Orange is the New

Black approached later seasons, critics of colour lambasted the series as ‘trauma porn for

white people’ (Shackelford, 2016). In the middle of the scale we can consider a show like

Showtime’s The Chi (2018–), which was created by a Black queer woman from Chicago,

Lena Waithe, but whose first season writer’s room was run by a White man, Elwood

Reid, later replaced in season 2 by Ayanna Floyd Davis, a Black woman. Waithe

acknowledged this disconnect in the Chicago Tribune, addressing critics’ critiques of the

first season: ‘Obviously I wrote the pilot and I created it, but I’m going to speak in a

politically correct way and say I wasn’t necessarily showrunning. So there were certain

things that you guys were saying that me and the other lovely African-American writers

agree with’ (Lee and Metz, 2018).

Such a disconnect between the culture of production and culture in the story is rare in

indie productions. For Fatimah Asghar and Sam Bailey’s Brown Girls, an OTV series

later picked up by HBO, poet Asghar wrote the dramedy about a queer South Asian

woman-identified writer and her Black female best friend loosely based on her rela-

tionship with Jamila Woods, a Black feminist singer-songwriter. ‘A lot of people come

from intersections that get erased on media platforms’, Asghar told TIME (Gajanan,

2017). Director Bailey added: ‘When there are stories about people of color, it flirts with

trauma porn . . . There’s definitely bad stuff that happens. I just want to add to the
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narrative that shows they get to be happy. These are people that we know’ (Gajanan,

2017). Indeed after the production, Bailey and Asghar joined Vincent Martell’s VAM

production company, with whom many in their crew were already working, creating the

rare company consisting almost entirely of Black, Brown, queer and women-identified

people.

Smaller scale productions ideally view the cultural composition of the crew, not just

their technical skills, as critical to creating a quality product. As Bailey told Okayplayer:

To the best of my ability, I try to make sure the people in my production crew mirror the

story they’re helping to tell in front of the camera . . . I wanted the actors to feel like they

were entering a safe space to tell this story without being exoticised or judged . . . So much

of the talk surrounding diversity in media begins and ends with the characters but I think we

do ourselves a disservice if we don’t extend that to the people crafting the stories behind the

scenes. (Kevito, 2016)

Here Bailey calls attention to the space of the set as a site for creation of cultural value

through specific performances. Asghar agreed that the culture of the set shapes the final

product: ‘Everyone was so open, and I’m a huge believer that process is as important as

product. So I felt really proud about the way that the process went, and that makes me

really excited to release the product’ (Black Nerd Problems, 2017). With seven episodes

each under 15 minutes, Brown Girls garnered dozens of mentions in the press, raves from

critics with major publications or fans on Twitter and an Emmy nomination for outstand-

ing short-form comedy. By expanding our scope beyond the text to the context of its pro-

duction, we are encouraged to assess art beyond the gloss of technical sophistication

borne of scarcity to include the degree to which workers’ cultural capacity informs the

final product.

This first question identifies producers’ sincerity as critical to assessing cultural

production value. Sincerity is not a term much used in the industry or by scholars, who

prefer authenticity. Authenticity presumes a commonly known script can authenticate

representations, for example, how stereotypes emerge in the text. This preoccupation

with authentication implies that culture production value can be systemised, com-

modified and efficiently scaled in the same way as technical production value. But

sincerity is a scaled (relational) value; it sees authenticity as a relational rather than

commodified performance, demonstrating producers’ ability to represent complex

relations between individual characters and the social groups or cultural identities to

which they ascribe (Christian, 2018). Sincerity involves narrating how one identifies

with a community or the cultural scripts associated with it. Because sincerity cannot be

authenticated in the text itself, it must be related one-on-one or in community: ‘Sin-

cerity is a trait of the object’s maker . . . but never the object itself. . . . Instead sincerity

presumes a liaison between subjects – not some external adjudicator or lifeless scroll’

(Jackson, 2005: 15). With sincerity, producers can create cultural value even without

technical sophistication, and by distributing via networked social media they are

pushed to be in conversation with their audiences to discuss their own cultural

identification.
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Scarcity to capacity

Scaling production shifts our understanding of value in television development from

scarcity to continually building capacity. To be sure, time and space are always scarce,

across all projects, but corporate producers implicitly reify scarcity in production and

reception (Bielby and Bielby, 1994, 2002; Smith et al., 2016). As Dallas Smythe argued,

larger scale production subsists on competition for resources and is built on fear of

missing out or losing resources and capital (Smythe, 1960). The scarcity of ‘quality’

productions worthy of large investment implicitly justifies the high cost and the

exclusion of historically marginalised, ‘risky’ talent. In Hollywood, distributors compete

for the highest value productions, which are presumed to be in short supply: the projects

with the ‘best’ talent in highest demand. We see this in: bidding wars for big-budget

series with marquee producers and directors, like Netflix outbidding HBO for House

of Cards (2013–2018) to the tune of US$100 million, for example; the use of top

agencies, management firms and large unions to sell shows as packages and to staff

crews and creative teams; and the arms race for programming, with companies from

Netflix, HBO, Amazon, Facebook and Apple each committing upwards of US$1 billion

annually to develop programming.

Short-form series, meanwhile, must consistently resist time and space scarcity by

working with the best workers available locally and eager to work with them, and by

demanding as much time from viewers as they can (rarely exceeding 15 minutes per

episode). The success of these series rests on their ability to slowly and intentionally

build capacity in production and viewer attention. Capacity treats resources as available

within organisational, technological and cultural constraints. Culture, organisation and

(implicitly) technology are constantly negotiated to facilitate production under con-

straint. Hollywood productions are, of course, also produced under constraint, but the

primary constraints revolve around time/space legacies scaled from the mass media era:

the need for episodes to range from 20 minutes to 60 minutes, for talent to be recog-

nisable from other productions of similar size, and for spaces of production to be fan-

tastical or realistic to please audiences accustomed to legacies of cinematic reality.

Smaller scale projects shift production considerations from large and in-demand to

dependent on resources available. Distribution and exhibition are variously global

(networked) or local (where producers present work in their communities); marketing

shifts from mass or ‘big data’ driven to specific and organic, because production

investments are not driven up by artificial scarcity thus eroding the imperative to amass

the largest audience possible.

Producers create value by managing time, space and culture within their capacity. A

production’s technical capacity has clear benchmarks; the size of crew departments, the

cost and capability of equipment, the amount of funding per page. Cultural capacity

might be the hardest to identify and remains under-theorised. Most of the literature on

capacities focuses on development, business, management and science. Database sear-

ches yield approximately 5–10 times as many results for ‘technical capacity’, ‘techno-

logical capacity’ or ‘organisational capacity’ versus ‘cultural capacity’. Though cultural

capacity is hard to define, we know that scaling production increases capacity among
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artists historically marginalised by systems of value creation. Smaller production is less

risky and easy for new entrants to finance. With funding secured, indie artists must then

create relations between themselves, communities and organisations, negotiated through

time and space, in order to create value. These forms of value are necessarily based in the

cultures to which they ascribe and shaped by their organisational and technological

capacities. Queer and intersectional artists, under-represented in the labour pool but

living through under-represented cultural and social experiences, are thus uniquely

equipped to scale production through cultural affiliation, to expose the relationality of

value in television as an art form through time and space.1 They show us how TV can

develop cultural capacity, starting small and increasing scale only if their representation

of a particular culture is valued by their community or other artists and producers.

Problematically, the success of the small- to large-scale aspirational model rests on

the late capitalist tendency to rely on artists to take on more work and utilise multiple

skills below market rate to get the job done (Duffy, 2017). Small-scale productions may

lack technical sophistication because crew members are not unionised and have few

opportunities to work on complex, expensive productions. Yet it is important to

remember that labour inequality is also the result of systematic exclusion below the line

(Mayer, 2011). Unions have resisted adding women and people of colour to their ranks

for decades, forcing these workers into smaller scale, aspirational contexts. In her the-

orisation of feminized ‘aspirational labour’, or ‘investments of time, capital, and labor

through the promise of eventual capital or future success’ (Duffy, 2017: 9–10),

Brooke Duffy nevertheless emphasises the importance of cultural capital in value cre-

ation from under- or uncompensated labour: ‘the visible and social nature of material

goods . . . remain central to this practice’ (Duffy, 2017: 23). The kind of aspirational

labour scholars critique is nevertheless focused on building capacity outside or on the

margins of discriminatory legacy systems for better valuing cultural production. In other

words, the only way to make television production culturally representative is to value,

or invest in the capacity of, smaller scale productions to train new workers and qualify

them for union membership and better work or allow them access to union-level work for

shorter amounts of time.

The core tension in small-scale production is that of artistic freedom and cultural

sincerity on one hand, and adequate remuneration and sustainability available to large-

scale organisations on the other. This tension has always existed, but the networked

environment has opened up the possibility for alternative economies that can con-

sistently critique of larger players while also creating new intellectual property and

cultural experiences from which gatekeepers, and scholars, can learn and develop.

Ultimately, smaller scale production constantly reminds us of the vast capacity outside

established supply chains and epistemologies.

Scaling production expands the value of TV while destabilising the industry’s own

understanding of it. Internet distribution has disrupted legacy media power by expanding

number of productions, many more of them small. This disruption has revealed legacy

media’s strategies for creating production value as heavily reliant on increasing technical

capacity, which can be bought, and less focused on developing cultural capacity, which

is harder to secure through financial investment. In smaller productions, cultural value
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asserts more importance, empowering historically marginalised creators who must

efficiently create value through their capacity for cultural sincerity. As televisual pro-

gramming has migrated to the internet, these new media forms have disrupted and

exposed our limited view of production value. Industry scholars and practitioners should

be called upon to take notice.
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Note

1. For an understanding of how queerness shifts time, space and value, we might consider

Michelle Wright’s theorisation of the ‘physics’ of Blackness, the ways in which its meaning

constantly shifts between real and unreal, valuable and invaluable, in relation to political, eco-

nomic, social and cultural conditions, as related to C Riley Snorton’s and others’ assertions that

Blackness and queerness are always-already linked.
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